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Letter from the Chair 
 

Dear Rural Geographers, 

As the current chairship of the Rural Geography Specialty Group 
(RGSG) comes to end and Valentine and Ryan (see research 
highlight p.15) work together to pass the baton, we want to take 
this moment to thank all of you who have helped the RGSG 
figure out who we are and what we do while Valentine has 
served as chair. Over the past few years, those who have joined 
the RGSG after the transition from the Contemporary 
Agriculture and Rural Land Use SG (post-CARLU) have gained a 
much clearer understanding of how our group works, who's 
involved, and what we do. At the same time, our group has both 
re-discovered diverse roots in the experience of our members 
and developed strong interest areas building supportive 
relationships between members in many areas of scholarship.    

The work that several RGSG members have put into passing on 
our group’s institutional memory has made it easier for 
members to get involved in our activities – and we would like to 
invite more of you to take a part in the many small tasks that 
help us provide support and mentorship to our members: 
reading award, research, and paper submissions, sharing your 
notes on the highlights of regional and cognate meetings and 
other related research, and carrying out interesting rural 
geography scholarship, teaching, and public engagement! 

To encourage all members to play an active role in the group 
(and to make it easier to come up to speed when joining the 
board or a committee), we have put considerable energy into 
creating clear roles and timelines for the standing committees 
(awards, communication, meeting, and networking – all 
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welcoming new members!).  

In addition, a survey conducted in 2012 of RGSG members has allowed us to gain greater insights 
into who we are as individuals and as a group.  Highlights of the survey include: 

Active participation in the RGSG is high in many different domains, and has made us realize we 
should support better connections between Regional meetings, the AAG’s annual meeting, and 
the Quadrennial Rural Geography Conference. Of those who responded to the survey: 

- Sixty-four percent have presented, organized, or chaired a RGSG session. 
- Fifty-three percent attend several RGSG sessions at the annual AAG meeting. 
- Fort-seven percent attend the annual RGSG business meeting. 
- Thirty-three percent have served on the RGSG board of directors. 
- Thirty-three percent have attended the British-American-Canadian Quadrennial Rural 

Geography Conference. 
 

Our regional focus has embraced a diversifying geographical research focus, along with a wide 
range of scholarly activities, including public scholarship from critical, applied, and theoretical 
approaches: 

- Regionally, although a significant majority of members focus on North America (88%), 
there is considerable diversity in geographic focus in contemporary rural geography as 
the sessions Dawn Drake has organized over the past few years have highlighted (on 
Rural Geography in Africa, Asia, and Middle and South America), with 38% studying 
Europe, 26% Asia, 21% Africa, and 17% South America. 
 

Members emphasize the following themes, areas, or approaches in their work: 
- Land Use (92%) 
- Contemporary Rural Landscape (90%) 
- Sustainability and Rural Land Use (89%) 
- Policy Relevant Work (87%) 
- Natural Resource/Nature Conservation (85%) 
- Applied Work (83%) 
- Environmental Governance and Planning (81%) 
- Economies/Economic Processes (80%) 
- Rural Restructuring (79%) 
- Natural Resource Issues (75%) 
- Agriculture (70%) and Agriculture-environment dynamics (63%), 
- Other themes that were emphasized included: Rural-urban fringe (68%), Food Systems 

(63%), Historical rural landscapes (60%), Public lands (59%), Rurality (53%), 
Population/Demography (40%), Wilderness (39%), Recreation and tourism (37%), 
Poverty (34%), Indigenous Peoples’ issues (17%) 
 

Education / Distribution of Professional Status: 
- 25% of members are students, 19% are Professors, 13% are Associate Professors, and 

11% are Assistant Professors. 63% of members have earned a Ph.D., while 19% have a 
Masters degree.   

- 47% of members earned their terminal degree between 2000 and 2009, 15% between 
2010 and 2012, 13% between 1990 and 1999, and 13% prior to 1980. 
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The insights gained from the survey and the stories that many 
of you have relayed have helped guide the RGSG to develop the 
revised bylaws included below – and we look forward to 
continuing to hear about these various topics in our ongoing 
sessions, newsletters, and awards celebrations. We will see 
some of you very soon in Tampa, and we look forward to 
hearing from the rest of you in other venues. We particularly 
welcome volunteers who would like to help us translate this 
twice-per-year newsletter into a more ongoing online presence. 
And we would like to express immense thanks to Greta Lelea for 
her skillful editing of the newsletter and website 
(http://rgsg.wordpress.com/).    

Sincerely, Valentine Cadieux, outgoing Chair,  
& Ryan Bergstrom, outgoing Co-Chair and Candidate for Chair

 

 
Indoor Rural Geography Field trip in early April in Minnesota (as 
part of Cadieux’s Uncomfortable Dinner Party series) 
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RGSG Board of Directors Elections 
Call for Nominations 
 
The Rural Geography Specialty Group has several offices that 
are up for re-election this year and we are seeking motivated 
individuals that are interested in serving their discipline through 
the work of the Rural Geography Specialty Group.  Terms are 
three years in length and you can run for multiple terms.  For 
more information or to be added to the 2014 ballot, please 
email Secretary/Treasurer, Dawn M. Drake at 
ddrake4@missouriwestern.edu  
 
You may self-nominate or nominate someone else for the 
positions below.  Nominations will close at the RGSG Business 
Meeting at the AAG Annual Meeting in Tampa on Thursday April 
10, 2014 (11:50am-12:30pm in Florida Salon IV of the Marriott) 
 
Open Positions: 
 
        Chair 

Secretary/Treasurer 
2 - Directors Positions 

 
The Rural Geography Special Group (RGSG) promotes research 
and education related to agriculture, rural development, and 
rural land use.  To fulfill this mission, we: plan sessions for 
professional meetings, facilitate teaching and research of rural 
geography issues worldwide, publicize information about the 
role of geographers engaged in rural research, and promote 
interaction with organizations with similar interests, such as the 
IGU Commission on the Sustainability of Rural Systems. 
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Administrative  
Revised Bylaws for Review 
 

Rural Geography Specialty Group 

Association of American Geographers 

Bylaws 

Article I: Purpose 

 The Rural Geography Specialty Group (RSGS) seeks to promote and encourage research 
and education related to agriculture, rural development, and rural land use.  This shall be 
accomplished through: a) the sponsorship of paper and discussion sessions at the regional and 
national meetings of the Association of American Geographers, as well as other symposiums and 
conferences whose theme relates to rural geography; b) the encouragement of junior scholars by 
hosting paper competitions and awarding research grants; c) the exchange of information among 
RSGS members; and d) the development of relations and interchange with other disciplines and 
specialty groups. 

 

Article II: Membership 

 The RGSG is open to all regular members, student members, and associated members in 
good standing.  Regular members are those who are AAG non-student members and who pay 
annual dues to the RGSG.  Student members are those who have AAG student membership 
status and pay RSGS dues at the student rate.  Associate members are those who are not AAG 
members, but who do pay dues to the RGSG.  Associate members are not eligible to vote or hold 
RGSG office.  

Any AAG member will become a member of the RGSG by selecting the RGSG on the AAG 
annual membership renewal form and by submitting dues for the specialty group.  These monies 
will be collected by the AAG and dispersed to the RSGS as requested by the treasurer.   

 

Article III: Directors 

 The RGSG is administered by a Board consisting of the following members: a 
Chairperson, a Co-Chairperson, Treasurer/Secretary, two student representatives, and between 
four and ten additional Directors.  The Board will exercise general supervision over the affairs of 
the RGSG and will legislate policies proper to the interests of the RGSG and AAG.  The Board will 
perform its duties and abide by the limitations specified in these By Laws and the governing 
Council of the AAG.  The Board will report its actions and decisions at the Annual Business 
Meeting of the RGSG.   

The Board will meet at least once each year during the time of the AAG annual meeting.  
The Board may conduct additional business by mail, telephone, email, or directly in meetings as 
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needs arise.  Board representatives will be nominated and elected by the membership, with 
attention to representation from across the different regions and from outside the United States.  
Multiple representatives from the same region may serve, however, at least three board 
directors should be from different regions.   

 

 A: Election of Board Directors 

The officers will be elected by ballot at the RGSG annual business meeting that is held in 
conjunction with the annual meeting of the AAG, and in the month preceding the annual meeting 
by electronic ballot.  The Treasurer/Secretary will solicit candidates, prepare the ballot and 
supervise the election.  Candidates will win by majority vote and must be in good standing with 
both the AAG and RSGS.  A Call for Nominations will be included in the newsletter published prior 
to the annual AAG meeting; nominations will be accepted by the Treasurer/Secretary up to the 
time of the business meeting, but are encouraged no later than one month before the business 
meeting for the purposes of electronic balloting.  If a position on the Board becomes vacant, the 
Chair may fill the vacancy until the next election if the board has dropped below six members or 
if additional board members are required for particular tasks.  

 

 B: Duties of RGSG Board Directors: 

1. Chair: The Chair will be responsible for: a) chairing the annual business meeting; b) together 
with the Communications Director, the publication of the Rural Geography Specialty Group 
Newsletters each year; c) submitting to the AAG office an annual report of the activities, 
finances, and immediate objectives of the RGSG; d) convey information to and from the 
RGSG Board to RGSG members and the governing council of the AAG; e) assist the 
Secretary/Treasurer with the counting of ballots; and f) provide general stewardship for the 
members of the specialty group in all matters while promoting the discipline of geography in 
general and the rural geography specialization in particular. The Chair shall be elected at the 
annual meeting and serve a three-year term.  During the third year of service, the Chair shall 
train the incoming Chair on all duties and responsibilities related to the position.  
 

2. Co-Chair: The Co-Chair will be responsible for: a) assisting the Chair (in a training/learning 
role).  The Co-Chair shall be elected at the annual meeting and serve a one-year term, filled 
in alternating years by the previous Chair and incoming Chair.   
 

3. Secretary/Treasurer: The Secretary/Treasurer will be responsible for: a) receiving and 
dispersing all funds of the RGSG; b) maintaining an up-to-date list of all members of the 
RGSG; c) record minutes at the annual business meeting; d) present financial statements of 
the RGSG at the annual business meeting and as requested by the Chairperson of the Board; 
e) preside at meetings in the absence of the Chairperson; and f) distribute and collect ballots.  
The Secretary/Treasurer shall be elected at the annual meeting and serve a three-year term.  
 

4. Directors (4 to 10):  Directors will: a) discuss and evaluate the activities of the RGSG and 
present their findings at the annual business meeting; b) propose objectives for the RGSG to 
pursue during the year following the annual business meeting; c) approve or disapprove all 
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activities of the RGSG that are not specifically mentioned in the Bylaws; d) review the 
accounts of the RGSG before the annual business meeting; and e) each Director will chair or 
participate in a standing committee of the RGSG, (i.e. the Awards Committee, the Meetings 
Committee, the Communication Committee, and Networking Committee). The committee 
chairs in consultation with the Board will determine the number of committee members 
needed. Directors should represent a range of regions (at least three within the U.S. and one 
outside the U.S.), and should serve staggered terms of three years, with at least one new 
Director elected each year at the annual business meeting.  

 

Specific Director roles that must be filled include: 
 
A. Awards Director:  The Awards Director (along with a committee convened by this 

director as necessary and helpful) will: a) coordinate the Awards Committee to 
evaluate award nominations and applicants; b) keep a detailed account of awards and 
awardees; and c) solicit nominations for awards in conjunction with the 
Communications Director in the newsletter and appropriate listservs. The Awards 
Director will be elected at the annual meeting and will serve a two-year term, helping 
the incoming Awards Director in the third year as necessary.  The Awards Committee 
will support the Awards Director by: a) coordinating review of student paper (winter 
before Annual meeting); b) research awards (spring after Annual meeting); and c) 
recognition awards (summer/fall before Annual meeting). 
 

B. Communications Director: The Communications Director (along with a committee 
convened by this director as necessary and helpful) will: a) be responsible for 
gathering and compiling information for the newsletter and website; b) coordinate 
the distribution of the newsletter (twice a year) and other relevant and timely 
information to members (including through the AAG online interface – the 
Communications Director should be subscribed to the SG Chairs list along with the 
Chair); c) update the RGSG website as appropriate; d) submit appropriate information 
related to the RGSG to the AAG newsletter.  The Communications Director will be 
elected at the annual meeting and will serve a two-year term, helping the incoming 
Communications Director in the third year as necessary. The Communications 
Committee will support the Communication Director by assisting with the newsletter, 
website, and other communication and outreach tasks. 
 

C. Meetings Director: The Meetings Director (along with a committee convened by this 
director as necessary and helpful) will: a) serve as the Board’s central coordinator of 
efforts being made for each annual meeting; b) develop methods for communicating 
with the rest of the board details about special events, field trips, etc. for which their 
input and support is needed. In addition, the Meetings Director will serve as the 
central liaison with the Quadrennial Rural Geography Meeting, keeping the Board 
updated on Quadrennial news and plans. The Meetings Committee will: a) coordinate 
Annual meeting events, calls for papers, field trips, etc., while working with the 
Awards Committee and Networking Committee as appropriate. 
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D. Networking Director: The Networking Director (along with a committee convened by 
this director as necessary and helpful), together with the Networking Committee, will: 
a) coordinate efforts to connect to other rural groups as our mission statement 
suggests; b) coordinate with the Communications Director to facilitate regular 
reporting on the activities of cognate organization, including recruiting report-backs 
on their meetings, c) check in at least once per year with the Specialty Groups with 
which the RGSG shares most topical interests (e.g. Geographies of Food and 
Agriculture, Cultural and Political Ecology, Development Geographies, and  
Indigenous Peoples). 
 

E. Student Directors: Two Student Directors will: a) coordinate, with the assistance of 
the Executive Board, at least one “New Voices in Rural Geography” session at the AAG 
Annual Meeting; b) solicit student participation in RGSG activities and awards 
competitions.  The student directors will be elected at the annual meeting from the 
student membership, and will serve a two-year term of office (or, if necessary to 
make sure both students will not cycle off the Board at once, to a one-year term). In 
the event that a student director graduates to non-student status before the term of 
office is completed, a new student director will be elected at the next regular business 
meeting (and the graduate may continue to serve on the board until the next election, 
at which time s/he is eligible to run for a non-student position).  
 

F. Directors at Large: Directors should each participate in at least one committee, and 
additionally will: a) organize, or designate other RGSG members to organize a 
minimum of one session or event at each AAG annual meeting under the sponsorship 
of the RGSG, b) liaise between the membership and the Board; c) facilitate RGSG-
related activities at the AAG regional meetings and other scholarly meetings; and d) 
communicate regionally appropriate information to the Communications Director for 
publication in the newsletter, website and listserv. 

 

G. Regional Directors: Directors will: a) serve in AAG-defined regions as liaisons between 
the members of the RGSG and the Board; b) facilitate RSGS-related activities at AAG 
Regional and other rural scholarly meetings; and c) act as a liaison between 
departments within their specified region and the RGSG.     

 

Article IV: Standing Committees 

The four standing committees of the RGSG are the:  

1. Awards  
2. Communications  
3. Meetings 
4. Networking Committees 

 

Each committee will consist of three members when possible, with at least one member 
being a student (if possible), and will be convened by one of the Directors at a mutual time and 
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place.  The Board may organize ad-hoc committees or task groups at their discretion.  The Chair 
of any ad-hoc committee will report directly to the Board.   

 

Article V: Dues and Expenses 

Dues of $7.00/year [$2.00/year for student members] will be collected by the AAG Office 
and returned to the RGSG. Dues may be used to defray the costs of publishing and distributing 
the Rural Geography Specialty Group Newsletter, for awards, for registration fees of visiting 
foreign rural geographers and non-geographers who are speaking in RGSG sponsored sessions at 
the AAG annual meeting, and, when approved by a majority of the Directors, for other expenses 
incurred by the RGSG. 
 The Board may establish reasonable fees for publications, workshops, symposia, and 
other activities organized under the auspices of the RGSG. With approval from the Board, dues 
may also be used to pay honoraria for speakers in the RGSG Lecture series and for associated 
social events.  

No part of the net earnings of the RGSG shall inure to the benefit of, or be distributable 
to its members, trustees, officers or other private persons except in the case of awards, 
honoraria or expenses incurred by the Board in the fulfillment of its duties. These expenses must 
be reported to the Secretary/Treasurer to be accounted for in the annual financial report.  
 

Article VI: Ratification and Amendment of Bylaws 

Any revision of the bylaws is subject to the unanimous approval of the Board. This can be 
done electronically. They will then be presented to the voting body at the annual meeting of the 
AAG after their review in the preceding newsletter. Any amendments will take place immediately 
after majority ratification at the annual AAG meeting. 

 

Article VII: Publications 

The RGSG will publish and distribute a newsletter to members at least twice a year. The 
newsletter will be distributed electronically and archived on the RGSG website. The RGSG may 
sponsor other publications (directories, proceedings, etc.) as appropriate, subject to the approval 
of a majority of the voting body at the annual meeting. 
 

Article VIII: Dissolution Clause 

Upon dissolution of the organization, the Board shall, after paying or making provisions 
for the payment of all the liabilities of the organization, dispose of all assets of the organization 
to the AAG. 

Respectfully submitted on 15-March-2014, 

Kirsten Valentine Cadieux (Chair) and Ryan Dennis Bergstrom (Co-Chair)  
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Awards  
2013 Student Research Award Winners 
 
We offer our congratulations to: 

2014 Redd Center Award 
 
The Redd Center Award for a student/faculty paper 
on the Rural West ($500 from the Redd Center for 
the winner) will be given in 2014. Submitted papers 
are currently under consideration.  
 

Please see http://rgsg.wordpress.com/awards/  for more information about the schedule of 
specific awards. 

 
Sights of West Texas with Students, Hiner, 2014  

PhD student, Laurel Bellante, 
University of Arizona,  
 
“A Small Solution?  A Political 
Ecology of “Small Farmer” 
Development in Chiapas, 
Mexico” 
 
 
 
Master’s student, Carly Nichols, 
University of Arizona,  
 
“Hidden Hungers: Political 
Ecologies of Food and Nutrition 
in Rainfed India” 
 

http://rgsg.wordpress.com/awards/
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Association of American Geographers Division Updates 

 
Great Plains/ Rocky Mountain Division 
submitted by William Wetherholt 
 
South Dakota State University hosted the South Dakota State Geography Convention, March 20 – 
21, 2014 in Brookings. AAG President, Julie Winkler gave a keynote speech. A personal 
retrospective was given by John Fraser Hart, who first started attending the conference forty 
years ago. Coinciding with his birthday, cake was shared with all conference participants in his 
honor. http://studentorgs.sdstate.org/GeographyClub/clubdocuments/conventionschedule.pdf 
 

Midwest Division 
submitted by Ryan Bergstrom 
 
Macalester College, in St. Paul, Minnesota, hosted the 2013 Midwest Undergraduate Geography 
Symposium (MUGS) on April 27th.  Since 2005, MUGS has provided undergraduate students from 
across the Midwest the opportunity to present their research at a formal Geography 
conference.  This year there was a total of 12 presentations spread over three dedicated sessions 
that specifically focused on rural issues.  Topics included the changing demands on rural health 
infrastructure, land access for first-time farmers in the Midwest, the effects of extractive 
economies on rural business development, and tourism as a tool for rural development, among 
many others.   
 

Northeast-St. Lawrence Valley Division 
submitted by Cheryl Morse 
 
Peter Nelson, Professor of Geography at Middlebury College, is engaged in three rural research 
projects.  He continues his on-going work in collaboration with Lise Nelson of Penn State which 
examines the ways in which the arrival of affluent mostly white migrants in high amenity rural 
working with USDA and HUD on a project focusing more explicitly on the ways the housing crisis 
has played out in rural areas. The study asks 1) which types of rural places were more likely to 
have concentrations of high cost loans, 2) which rural borrowers were more prone to high cost 
loans, and 3) what has happened in rural communities where these loans/borrowers were most 
concentrated? Finally, Peter is developing a collaborative project with scholars in England and 
France to conduct a multi-year comparative study of rural gentrification across these three 
different contexts. He promises more news this project in the years to come. 
 
Cheryl Morse has devoted much of her teaching effort this year developing service-learning 
courses.  In Fall 2013, she led a Field course on Working Landscapes.  Undergraduates conducted 
a broad, multi-method study of the University of Vermont’s Jericho Research Forest, identifying 
values, uses and perceptions of the forest, and providing recommendations for its future uses to 
UVM’s  Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources.  This fascinating site has seen 
dramatic landscape change: from a settlement farm in the late 1700s to a deforested, eroded 
farmscape in the 1930s, to a completely reforested landscape.  The students employed wildlife 
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tracking, interviews, archival research, photo research, aerial photo analysis, and policy analysis 
to arrive at their findings. 

This spring Cheryl is teaching an applied service-learning course for graduate students in UVM 
Foods Systems Masters program.  Their task is to create an exhibit focusing on Vermont’s 
working landscape for the University’s main library.  The exhibit, titled “Working the Landscape: 
Vermont’s Fields, Trails, and Forests,” will go on display on April 27.  Those rural geographers 
who will be attending the Joint Annual Meetings of the Association for the Study of Food (ASFS) 
and Society and the Agriculture, Food and Human Values Society (AFHVS) (which will be held on 
the University of Vermont campus) in June should stop by and take a peek.  

 

Cheryl Morse, University of Vermont – Students in the Jericho Research Forest , 2014 

 

Southeastern Division  
submitted by Dawn Drake 
 
The Southeastern Division of the Association of American Geographers met in Roanoke, Virginia 
on November 24-26, 2013.  As the Southeastern Division is home to the Study of the American 
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South Specialty Group, it is understandable that much of the research presented at this meeting 
was also related to the study of the rural south.  Among the posters that were nominated for 
honors in the student poster competition, several that had association with rural themes, 
including one on folk housing in West Virginia, another on teen educational aspirations in coal-
based economies of Appalachia, and a third on disease outbreaks in Yellowstone National 
Park.  Given the Rural Geography Specialty Group’s interest in indigenous peoples, another 
poster on language erosion and preservation efforts in the Canadian Arctic, was also of 
interest.  Among the participants in the honors student paper session, at the PhD level, there 
were projects related to political ecology in exurban areas of southern Appalachia, as well as 
interesting work on tourist perceptions of the “Old South,” through the lens of Louisiana 
plantation tours.  
 
Other research projects of interest to rural geographers included an assessment of the UN 
development agenda, work on exurban housing development in southern Appalachia, a 
methodology using dendrochronology to date folk architecture, and studies of the human 
geographies of the Appalachian Trail and Blue Ridge Parkway system.  There were numerous 
papers on agriculture in various parts of the world, including Cuba, Guatemala, Cambodia, and 
the United States.  There was an interesting poster on using social media to engage citizens in 
the local government of rural Alabama.  Another paper focused on nationalism and sovereignty 
for indigenous leaders of the Arctic Council in Alaska, Greenland, and Russia. The Southern 
Studies Group highlighted a set of papers related to memory, justice, and community that 
included research on race in NASCAR and rural-urban placemaking on the North Carolina Thread 
Trail. 
 
This describes only a smattering of the research relevant to rural issues that was presented at the 
2013 Southeastern Division Meeting.  Given the rich research possibilities of the physical 
environment and the cultural region of Appalachia, rural studies will likely continue to be an 
important area of work at this meeting in the future.  I definitely think there is potential to 
organize a special session on rural topics at SEDAAG in the future. 

 

Southwestern Division (SWAAG) and the Mid-South Region 
of the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote 
Sensing (ASPRS)  
submitted by Colleen Hiner 
 
The 2013 SWAAG conference, this year paired with the ASPRS conference, featured a number of 
rural-related topics, including: geographies of the southern U.S.-Mexico border; understanding 
historic and relic built landscapes; political ecologies of agriculture; and representing indigenous 
geographies, among others. The conference also featured two plenary speakers, AAG president 
Julie Winkler and Phil Cross, a Caddo Indian scholar and historian. Phil Cross’ plenary lecture and 
paper presentation offered a glimpse into the history and experiences of American Indian tribes 
in the Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Oklahoma region. This focus aligned well with a series of 
other talks discussing the contested cultural landscapes of race in plantation-era Texas featured 
elsewhere in the program. Overall, the conference was a good venue for discussing a variety of 
rural issues in a collegial conference environment.  
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Westlakes Division 
submitted by Chris Laingen 
 
Fall 2013, the meeting was held at University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire. Oct. 16-18, 2014, a joint 
meeting with East Lakes will be organized at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI. 
Contact Lisa DeChano-Cook for more information, lisa.dechano@wmich.edu. 

Networking Updates 

Climate-Resilient Rangeland Development: Understanding 
the Barriers Embedded in Methodologies  
submitted by Margareta Amy Lelea 
 
This GrassNet Project workshop on 'Climate-resilient Rangeland Development: Understanding 
the Barriers Embedded in Methodologies' was hosted by the German Institute for Tropical and 
Subtropical Development, Faculty of Organic Agriculture, University of Kassel, December 9 – 11, 
2013. There were twenty attendees from India, China, Argentina, Kenya, Switzerland, France, 
Italy, Kenya, USA and Germany who gave presentations and engaged in participatory activities. 
Dialogue included unpacking qualitative assumptions underlying quantitative data, analyzing how 
pastoral areas are an edge and connecting to policy questions about rangeland resilience. 
Contact Saverio Krätli for more information, saverio.kratli@gmail.com. 
 

International Farming Systems Association: Europe  
submitted by Margareta Amy Lelea 
 
This conference was held in Berlin, April 1 – 4th, 2014 with the theme, “Farming systems facing 
global challenges: capacities and strategies”. Workshops that could be of interest to rural 
geographers included, “Collaborative learning to solve problems and develop innovations in 
complex systems: focus on methodologies”, “Farmland (bio-)diversity in the hands and minds of 
farmers: farming systems approaches to landscape protection and biodiversity preservation”, 
“The role of localised agrifood systems in a globalised Europe”, “Achieveing co-benefits for 
sustainability and health through alternative agro-food systems”, and “Integrative and 
interdisciplinary approaches to the ecologisation of agrifood systems”. 
 
The opening day of the conference focused on INKA BB – a network for climate change 
adaptation in Brandenburg, Germany (http://www.klimzug.de/en/171.php). All conference 
participants were enrolled in one of five field trips, “Large scale crop production on sandy soils”, 
“Extensive grasslands on hydromorphic soils”, “Agroforestry systems”, “Paradise lost? Food 
supply strategies in the metropolitan region of Berlin, now and then…”, “Urban agriculture in 
Berlin, from traditional peri-urban farming to self-harvesting and community gardens”.  
 
The book of abstracts is available at: http://project2.zalf.de/IFSA_2014/documents/ifsa-2014-
berlin-book-of-abstracts.pdf and full papers that were presented will be available online likely 
within one month. The next conference will be held in the U.K. in 2016. 

mailto:lisa.dechano@wmich.edu
mailto:saverio.kratli@gmail.com
http://www.klimzug.de/en/171.php
http://project2.zalf.de/IFSA_2014/documents/ifsa-2014-berlin-book-of-abstracts.pdf
http://project2.zalf.de/IFSA_2014/documents/ifsa-2014-berlin-book-of-abstracts.pdf
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Research Highlights 
Sharing Research in Rural Geography 
 

In this section, we seek to illustrate some of the types of research being done by geographers 
that interrogate different aspects of the concept of rurality, or which analyze processes relevant 
to rural spaces. The research highlights section include research at various stages of process.  
 

Sustainable Natural Resource Management and Community 
Development: Ryan Bergstrom  

As current co-chair, I thought I would use this opportunity to introduce myself to those who may 
not know me, and update those who do, on what I have been up to over the past two 
years.  After graduating from Kansas State University in the spring of 2012, I received a Visiting 
Assistant Professor position at Gustavus Adolphus College.  Founded in 1862, Gustavus is a small, 
private, undergraduate liberal arts college in southern Minnesota that prides itself on its Swedish 
heritage.  With a student population of approximately 2,500, and a student-to-faculty ratio of 
11:1, Gustavus has proven to be an excellent opportunity to broaden my teaching and research 
skills.  One of the most exciting opportunities I’ve been able to participate in over the past two 
years has been the annual Nobel Conference.  The conference began in 1963, when 26 Nobel 
laureates visited campus to dedicate the new Nobel Hall of Science.  Since that time the 

Ryan Bergstrom, Ph.D. Visiting Assistant Professor, Gustavus Adolphus College 
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conference has hosted nearly 100 Nobel laureates who visit campus each October to discuss the 
most pressing scientific topics of our times.  Recent topics have included genetics in the new 
millennium, energy and resource extraction, global oceans, the economic prospects and 
challenges to globalization, uncertainty over water resources, and sustainable agriculture.   
 
During my two years at Gustavus I have been able to write several articles related to my 
dissertation work, as well as undertake a number of new research initiatives.  My primary 
research focuses on amenity-driven communities in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (those 
lands that surround Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks), and how they perceive, 
prioritize, and act upon issues related to sustainable natural resource management and 
community development.   
 
It is my belief that an understanding of socio-ecological interactions in relation to protected 
areas is critical as humans take on an expanding role in managing an ever-globalized world.  As 
storehouses of natural and cultural resources, the study of local conditions within mountain 
environments are of utmost importance especially in light of recent advancements in human 
dimensions of global change because of the highly sensitive environments in which mountain 
communities are found. A better understanding of how resource dependent regions interact and 
perceive their relationship to the natural environment will add to our understanding of nature-
society relations, and can in specific contexts promote realistic and effective decision-
making.  Initial findings suggest that conceptualizations of sustainability differ based on socio-
economic conditions present within study area communities, proximity to Yellowstone National 
and Grand Teton National Parks, as well as dependence on tourism and recreation-based 
industries. 
 
My second research focus is a transdisciplinary effort including Kansas State University, the 
University of Missouri, and the University of South Carolina.  Specifically, this project uses 
geographic information sciences to determine neighborhood land use diversity and physical 
activity associated with public parks.  Findings suggest that a strong correlation exists between 
physical activity, proximity to parklands, and chronic illness, with individuals without access to 
parklands being highly susceptible to chronic diseases.  In addition, it was found that youth who 
had parklands within ½ mile of their residence were more likely to achieve a greater amount of 
physical activity than those with no parks nearby, thus reducing obesity rates and chronic 
disease. Finally, on-going research has found that socio-economic disparities are often associated 
not only with park availability, but also parkland features and quality.  In particular, low-income 
census tracts often contain more parkland, but those lands often lack basic infrastructure such as 
playgrounds and trail networks.     
 
My third project, and one I am very excited about, is a joint effort between Dr. Chris Laingen of 
Eastern Illinois University, and myself, and involves tracking changes in the fields of rural and 
agricultural geography within the Association of American Geographers.  Specifically, this project 
critically examines Annual Meeting abstracts, paper and session titles, and user-selected 
keywords in order to identify trends and changes over the past two decades.  It is hoped that this 
research will lead to a publication examining the current state of rural geography, as well as a 
session and panel at the 2015 Annual Meeting that highlights progress and change over time.  
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Gender and Food Systems: Trina Filan  

 
Trina Filan is a term-
appointed assistant 
professor in the Department 
of Women and Gender 
Studies at the University of 
Lethbridge in Southern 
Alberta. Trina originally 
arrived in Lethbridge in 
August, 2012, as a post-
doctoral fellow with the 
goal of understanding how 
people’s sociocultural 
identities impact their 
access to, influence on, and 
perceptions of the food 
system in Lethbridge. Trina 
was particularly interested 
in which populations are 
vulnerable and “invisible” 
(i.e., lacking institutional, symbolic, and 
individual power) within the food system. Part of her extensive ethnographic and participatory 
action research has involved saying “yes!” to invitations to join a number of groups associated 
with regional food security, poverty alleviation, and early childhood development. 
 
Since her arrival, Trina has been actively involved in three volunteer organizations dedicated to 
these issues. This volunteerism has allowed her to initiate community research projects 
documenting people’s experiences of poverty in the city and to undertake community food 
mapping projects, including a cooperative project with a colleague that will map the social and 
organizational knowledge networks underpinning the multifaceted food-related work occurring 
in the region. 
 
Trina’s volunteer research work also has allowed her to serve as a connection point between 
heretofore unlinked participants in a number of community groups. Her work ultimately will 
provide a theoretical assessment of the structural connections between poverty and food 
security in a region strongly affiliated with industrial, export-oriented agriculture. It also will 
produce results that (hopefully) will be valuable and useful to the people of Lethbridge and the 
region, including providing tools to community members who wish to work together to resolve 
problems surrounding these issues. 
  

  

Trina Filan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, University of Lethbridge 
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Notable News 
Eastern Illinois University Geographers Present Weather 
Series on WEIU in March, 2014 
 
(from http://castle.eiu.edu/weather/FEA/000054.php) 
 
“Over the last several years, people have asked Cameron Craig, geographer and climatologist, 
questions about the weather they have experienced here in Central Illinois. "Some questions are 
very unique while others are similar questions people have asked before," Craig states. "It's very 
exciting when people want to know more about the world they live in, especially, the weather." 
That excitement flows through the halls of WEIU. Not only does Craig hear questions about the 
upcoming forecast, but he gets other questions from the WEIU team. Knowing that weather is a 
fascinating subject among the viewers here in Central Illinois, producer, Lori Casey, and general 
manager, Jack Neal, sought Craig and fellow geographer, Chris Laingen, about creating a new 
series that explores the weather and climate of Central Illinois. Craig immediately came up with 
the title, "Illinois' Skies," and the team began working on the series premier episode that will air 
in March. "People will enjoy a new series devoted to weather, climate, and geography that is 
unique to Central Illinois," Craig states. 
 
The geography duo from the Department of Geology/Geography have worked together on 
previous projects at WEIU and will once again team up to host, "Illinois' Skies," which will 
premier in March 2014 on WEIU.”  
 
 

Recent Research Grants  
This is a partial list, submitted by RGSG members. 

Colleen Hiner (Texas State University, San Marcos) was awarded a Research Enhancement grant 
from Texas State University to fund her project “Foothills in flux: Wine and the production and 
consumption of landscapes in the Sierra Nevada foothills of California.” In this study, Colleen will 
examine the transition of the Sierra Nevada foothills from a place of production to one of 
consumption, chronicling the role of the booming wine industry in (re)shaping not just the 
physical landscape but also the cultural one. 
 

Valentine Cadieux, Renata Blumberg, Bhaskar Upadhyay (all from the University of Minnesota), 
Jahi Chappell (Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy), and Bernhard Freyer ( BOKU -- 
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna) received funding for the project, 
“Building Popular Food Security Institutions: Developing Policy-Oriented Curriculum for 
Translating between Political Agro-Ecology Practice and Policy Reform in three case studies” - 
(Global Food Security by Engaging Indigenous Youths in Nepal; A Global Sense of Food Security: 
Examining the Politics of the E.U.’s Common Agricultural Policy; and Addressing Tensions in 
Policy Formation at a Range of Formalities and Scales between Encouragement of Global 
Commodity Flows and Local Food Security and Community Development in Aotearoa New 
Zealand). 
 

http://castle.eiu.edu/weather/FEA/000054.php
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The World Food Programme calls hunger “the world’s greatest solvable problem,” although the 
three regions this project compares suggest how and why food insecurity has been so intractable 
as to make WFP targets for solving hunger very hard to achieve. We propose to examine how 
people understand and practice food security, and how these understandings and practices can 
provide openings to transform broader policy discussions to more effectively address common 
barriers to achieving food security. Using three case studies that show how food security is 
understood and supported across a range of amounts of access to power in terms of state 
support, international trade negotiations, development infrastructure, and social organization of 
food producers, we seek to understand ways that people have been working to reform food 
policy in different places where food security efforts are in tension with food security policy at 
local, national, and international scale. By combining case studies that address key obstacles to 
institutionalizing successful food policy process (as identified most systematically by Olivier De 
Schutter, FAO Special Rapporteur on Agroecology and the Right to Food, 2012), we hope to 
investigate and—via dissemination in the form of policy-related curricula for scholars, policy 
makers, and the public—improve the relationship between large scale policy reform efforts and 
local actions to achieve food security. 
 
This collaborative project responds to a challenge we have all encountered in our respective 
research projects on social justice and food security: most discussions of food security tend to 
suppress incorporation of popular experiences of and responses to food insecurity in favor of 
expert knowledge and existing food aid and trade networks. Although mainstream food security 
policy has supported important interventions in food production and distribution, much of the 
associated bureaucracy has been characterized by the reproduction and exacerbation of 
problematic power relations that are themselves contributors to food insecurity. Hence, we 
encounter not just blind spots anda discomfort regarding key dynamics of achieving food security 
(such as gender equity), but also frameworks for understanding food security that actively take 
space and agency away from important participants whose participation is demonstrated to 
make a significant difference in achieving to food security, such as women and poor people. 
Centering our project around a South Asian case study in a region where one of our co-PIs has 
been working for twenty years, we have assembled two contrasting cases where food security 
advocates and agriculturalists are engaging state and international policy to ask: How are people 
building social institutions that work toward food security in ways that support substantive 
participation? How do the processes that lead to this participation and the outcomes of more 
participatory practices for achieving food security challenge dominant paradigms of food security 
and the production of food insecurity? 
  
Translating “bottom up” understandings of the popular practices and policies that people use to 
build social institutions for supporting food security into language that engages traditionally “top 
down” food security efforts (and vice versa), our project aims to support successful integration of 
critical perspectives into food security work in actionable ways. We have conceived our project 
and plan to implement and disseminate our research via the development of curricula for people 
who work on food security that could help address the structural constraints that maintain 
power disparities in knowledge cultures around food security. 
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Recent Publications:  
This is a partial list, submitted by RGSG members. 

Abrams, J.,  J. Bliss and H. Gosnell. (2014). Reflexive Gentrification of Working Lands in the 
American West: Contesting the ‘Middle Landscape’, Journal of Rural and Community 
Development,  8(3):144-158. 

Auch, R.F., and C.R. Laingen.  Having it Both Ways?:  Land Use Change in a U.S. Midwestern 
Agricultural Ecoregion.  The Professional Geographer.  Accepted, in press. 

Auch, R.F.,  http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/foge.12022/abstract 

Barcus, H. (2014). Sustainable Development or Integrated Rural Tourism? Considering the 
Overlap in Rural Development Strategies, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  
8(3):127-143. 

Bergstrom, R. and L.M.B. Harrington. (2014). Balancing Communities, Economies, and the 
Environment in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, Journal of Rural and Community 
Development,  8(3):228-241. 

Cadieux, K.V. (2013). A Field Guide to Making Food Good: An Interactive Tool for Participatory 
Research Supporting Difficult Conversations. Public 1:1 
http://public.imaginingamerica.org/blog/article/a-field-guide-to-making-food-good-an-
interactive-tool-for-participatory-research-supporting-difficult-conversations/ 

Clark, J.K. and D.K. Munroe. (2014). The Relational Geography of Peri-urban Farmer Adaptation, 
Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):15-28. 

Drake, D.M. (2013). A Profile of the Farm Machinery Industry: Helping Farmers Feed the World. 
New York City: Business Expert Press.  

Drake, D.M. (2013). “American Barn Architecture: Rural Landscapes in Mosaic.”  FOCUS on 
Geography 56, no. 3: 105-13. 

 Laingen C.R., M.A. Drummond, K.L. Sayler, R.R. Reker, M.A. Bouchard, and J.J. Danielson. 
2013.  Land Use and Land Cover Change in Three Corn Belt Ecoregions: Similarities and 
Differences.  FOCUS on Geography 56(4): 135-143. 

Evans, N.J. (2014). Policy Persistence and Cultural Resistance: The (Re-) Development of 
Horticulture In the Vale of Evesham, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  
8(3):29-48. 

Galt, R. (2014). Food Systems in an Unequal World: Pesticides, Vegetables, and Agrarian 
Capitalism in Costa Rica, University of Arizona Press. 

Holmes. S. (2013). Fresh Fruit, Broken Bodies: Migrant Farmworkers in the United States. 
University of California Press: Berkeley. 

Ilbery, B, D. Maye, J. Ingram and R. Little. (2014). Risk and Plant Disease Management: Supply 
Chain Perspectives in the UK Wheat Sector, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  
8(3):1-14. 

Laingen, C.R.  2013.  A Geo-Temporal Analysis of the Conservation Reserve Program:  Net vs. 
Gross Change, 1986 to 2013.  Papers of the Applied Geography Conferences 36: 37-46. 
http://applied.geog.kent.edu/AGCPapers/2013/P037-046/index.html 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/foge.12022/abstract
http://public.imaginingamerica.org/blog/article/a-field-guide-to-making-food-good-an-interactive-tool-for-participatory-research-supporting-difficult-conversations/
http://public.imaginingamerica.org/blog/article/a-field-guide-to-making-food-good-an-interactive-tool-for-participatory-research-supporting-difficult-conversations/
http://applied.geog.kent.edu/AGCPapers/2013/P037-046/index.html
http://applied.geog.kent.edu/AGCPapers/2013/P037-046/index.html
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Martin, A. (2014). Entrenched Instability: The Community Implications of Flexibility in British 
Columbia’s Northern Interior, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):159-173. 

Maye, D., G. Enticott, B. Ilbery, R. Fisher and J. Kirwan. (2014). Assessing Farmer Confidence in 
Badger Vaccination: Some Findings from a Survey of Cattle Farmers in England, Journal of 
Rural and Community Development,  8(3):49-64. 

McKenzie, F.H., A. Hoath, A. Buckley, L. Greer and J. Rolfe. (2014). Rural Communities in 
Transition and Sustainable Regional Development, Journal of Rural and Community 
Development,  8(3):242-262. 

Millward, H. (2014). Satisfaction with Life along the Rural-Urban Continuum: Key Indicators in 
the Halifax Region of Canada, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):263-278. 

Minkoff-Zern, L.A. (2014). Hunger Amidst Plenty: Farmworker Food Insecurity and Coping 
Strategies in California. The International Journal of Justice and Sustainability. 19(2):2014-
219. 

Noble, C. (2014). Return Migration and Belonging in Rural Ireland: Methodological 
Considerations, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):279-290. 

Perkins, C. (2014). The Husbandry of Technology: Farm Families' Cultivation of Technological 
Knowledge under 'Neo-Productivist' Conditions, Journal of Rural and Community 
Development,  8(3):82-97. 

Ramsey, D., J. Abrahms, J. Clark, and N. Evans. (2014). Rural Geography – Rural Development: 
An Examination of Agriculture, Policy and Planning, and Community in Rural Areas, Journal 
of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):i-v. 

Robinson, G. (2014). Lottery and Landscape: Rural Development through Re-Creation of Historic 
Landscapes Examples from the English West Midlands, Journal of Rural and Community 
Development,  8(3):198-214. 

Smith, D.P. (2014).  Reclaiming the ‘Public’ Lands: Community Conflict and Rural Gentrification, 
Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):215-227. 

Smithers, J. and S. Sethuratnam. (2014). New Farms and Farmers in Ethno-cultural Communities: 
Aspirations, Barriers and Needs, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):98-
112. 

Sorensen, A. (2014). Imagining the Spatial Future of Australian Agriculture, Journal of Rural and 
Community Development,  8(3):65-81. 

Stockdale, A., L. Philip and M. MacLeod (2014).  Retirement Transition Migration: Implications 
for Rural Development, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):303-320. 

Storey, D. (2014). ‘New’ Migrants in the British Countryside, Journal of Rural and Community 
Development,  8(3):291-302. 

Thornburg, G.K. (2014). Embeddedness, Marketness, and Economic Instrumentalism in the 
Oklahoma Farm-to-School Program, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3): 
321-334. 

Wilson, R. (2014). America's Public Lands: From Yellowstone to Smokey Bear and Beyond, 
Rowman and Littlefield Publishers: Lanham, Maryland. 
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Winchel, D.G. (2014). Indigenous Rural Renewal in the Inland Pacific Northwest: The Emergence 
of American Indian Tribes in Regional Economic Development, Journal of Rural and 
Community Development,  8(3):174-197.  

Woods, M. (2014).  Regions Engaging Globalization: A Typology of Regional Responses in Rural 
Europe, Journal of Rural and Community Development,  8(3):113-126. 

 

 
Publication Features 

 
 

 
Special Issue of the Journal of Rural and 
Community Development Volume 8, no. 3 in 
which articles from the 2011 Quadrennial Rural 
Geography conference are published. The title 
of this special issue is "Rural Geography – Rural 
Development: An Examination of Agriculture, 
Policy and Planning, and Community in Rural 
Areas." Doug Ramsey, Jesse Abrams, Jill Clark, 
and Nick Evans co-edited this collection, which 
includes 21 articles from rural geographers 
across the U.S., Canada, UK, and Australia. 
 
To view the open-access articles, go to: 

 

 

 

Former RGSG Board member, Randy Wilson, published a book entitled, America's Public Lands: 
From Yellowstone to Smokey Bear and Beyond with Rowman and Littlefield Publishers.  The 
official release is set for April 2014 during the Tampa AAGs.  Written for both an academic and 
general audience, the book explores the history, politics and management challenges facing the 
federal public land system in the United States. 
Wilson is currently an Associate Professor of Environmental Studies at Gettysburg College in 
Pennsylvania.  
 

http://www.jrcd.ca/viewissue.php  

http://www.jrcd.ca/viewissue.php
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Book Description: 
    
 “How it is that the United States–the country 
that cherishes the ideal of private property 
more than any other in the world–has chosen 
to set aside nearly one-third of its territory as 
public lands? Considering this intriguing 
question, Randall Wilson traces the often-
forgotten ideas of nature that have shaped 
the evolution of America’s public land system. 
The result is a fresh and probing account of 
the most pressing policy and management 
challenges facing national parks, forests, 
rangelands, and wildlife refuges today. 
 
The author explores the dramatic story of the 
origins of the public domain, including the 
century-long effort to sell them off and the 
subsequent emergence of a national 
conservation ideal. Arguing that we cannot 
fully understand one type of public land 
without understanding its relation to the rest 
of the system, he provides in-depth accounts 
of the different types of public lands. Including 

chapters on national parks, national forests, 
wildlife refuges, Bureau of Land Management 
lands, and wilderness areas, Wilson examines 
key turning points and major policy debates for 
each land type.  He considers questions of bison 
and elk management and recent disputes over 
fire policy, roadless areas, mining claims, and 
grazing fees. This comprehensive overview 
offers a chance to rethink our relationship with 
America’s public lands, including what it says 
about the way we relate to, and value, nature in 
the United States.” 
 
 
Current RGSG Treasurer and Secretary, Dawn 
Drake has written a book, A Profile of the Farm 
Machinery Industry: Helping Farmers Feed the 
World and published with McGraw-Hill. Drake is 
currently an Assistant Professor of Geography at 
Missouri Western State University. 
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“The farm machinery industry, though dominated by three large companies, is a complex sector 
of the global manufacturing economy that encompasses many smaller manufacturers as well. 
While contributing a small percentage to gross world product, it is vitally important to another 
key sector of the economy agriculture. Consequently, the recent rise in global crop prices has 
allowed the industry to be more resilient than other mature manufacturing sectors, like 
automobiles.  
 
The proposed book will provide a concise but comprehensive look at the farm machinery 
industry: its history, organization, competitors, and the challenges and opportunities the industry 
faces as a result of regulations, globalization and outside market forces. This will be done as a 
means of understanding a crucial building block to the success of agriculture's ability to feed the 
expanding world population.” 
 

From: https://www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/html/1606494422.html  
 

 
Ryan Galt is a Geographer in the 
Department of Human Ecology, 
Community and Regional 
Development Unit and a Provost 
Fellow, Agricultural Sustainability 
Institute at the University of 
California, Davis.  
 
“Pesticides, a short-term aid for 
farmers, can often be harmful, 
undermining the long-term health of 
agriculture, ecosystems, and people. 
The United States and other 
industrialized countries import food 
from Costa Rica and other regions. To 
safeguard the public health, importers 
now regulate the level and types of 
pesticides used in the exporters’ food 
production, which creates “regulatory 
risk” for the export farmers. Although 
farmers respond to export regulations 
by trying to avoid illegal pesticide 
residues, the food produced for their 
domestic market lacks similar 
regulation, creating a double standard 

of pesticide use. 
 
Food Systems in an Unequal World examines the agrochemical-dependent agriculture of Costa 
Rica and how its uneven regulation in export versus domestic markets affects Costa Rican 
vegetable farmers. Examining pesticide dependent vegetable production within two food 
systems, the author shows that pesticide use is shaped by three main forces: agrarian capitalism, 

https://www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/html/1606494422.html
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the governance of food systems throughout the commodity chain, and ecological dynamics 
driving local food production. Those processes produce unequal outcomes that disadvantage less 
powerful producers who have more limited choices than larger farmers, who usually have access 
to better growing environments and thereby can reduce pesticide use and production costs. 
 
Despite the rise of alternative food networks, Galt says, persistent problems remain in the 
conventional food system, including widespread and intensive pesticide use. Facing domestic 
price squeezes, vegetable farmers in Costa Rica are more likely to supply the national market 
with produce containing residues of highly toxic pesticides, while using less toxic pesticides on 
exported vegetables. In seeking solutions, Galt argues for improved governance and research 
into alternative pest control but emphasizes the process must be rooted in farmers’ economic 
well-being.” 
 
From: http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/Books/bid2466.htm (promo code FLR for 20% off) 
 
 
Seth Holmes is a social and medical anthropologist at the University of California, Berkeley and 
will have an author meets critics panel at the AAG Annual Meeting 2014 in Tampa. 
 
“This book is an ethnographic witness to the everyday lives and suffering of Mexican migrants. 
Based on five years of research in the field (including berry-picking and traveling with migrants 
back and forth from Oaxaca up the West Coast), Holmes, an anthropologist and MD in the mold 
of Paul Farmer and Didier Fassin, uncovers how 
market forces, anti-immigrant sentiment, and 
racism undermine health and health care. 
Holmes’ material is visceral and powerful—for 
instance, he trekked with his informants 
illegally through the desert border into Arizona, 
where they were apprehended and jailed by 
the Border Patrol. After he was released from 
jail (and his companions were deported back to 
Mexico), Holmes interviewed Border Patrol 
agents, local residents, and armed vigilantes in 
the borderlands. He lived with indigenous 
Mexican families in the mountains of Oaxaca 
and in farm labor camps in the United States, 
planted and harvested corn, picked 
strawberries, accompanied sick workers to 
clinics and hospitals, participated in healing 
rituals, and mourned at funerals for friends. The 
result is a "thick description" that conveys the 
full measure of struggle, suffering, and 
resilience of these farmworkers.” 
 
 
 
From: 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520275140 
 

http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/Books/bid2466.htm
http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520275140
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2014 AAG Annual Meeting in Tampa  
Rural Geography Sessions Guide 
 

Session # Title Date Time Location 

1170 Rethinking Rural 
Resilience: 
Endogenous 
Development 
Paths in Rural and 
Peripheral Regions 
(I) 

Tuesday, 4/8 8:00 - 9:40 am Meeting Room 
3, Marriott, 
Third Floor 

1270 Rethinking Rural 
Resilience: 
Endogenous 
Development 
Paths in Rural and 
Peripheral Regions 
(II) 

Tuesday, 4/8 10:00 - 11:40 am Meeting Room 
3, Marriott, 
Third Floor 

1568 Rural Geography 
Research 1: Africa 

Tuesday, 4/8 2:40 - 4:20 pm Meeting Room 
1, Marriott, 
Second Floor 

1668 Rural Geography 
Research 2: Asia, 
and Middle and 
South America 

Tuesday, 4/8 4:40 - 6:20 pm Meeting Room 
1, Marriott, 
Second Floor 

2208 Large-scale 
farming and 
landscape change 
in the Brazilian 
Savanna 

Wednesday, 4/9 10:00 - 11:40 am Room 8, TCC, 
First Floor 

2411 Gullah/Geechee-
Disya Who WEBE: 
Indigenous 
Identity and the 
Sea Islands 
(RGSG CO-
SPONSORED 
PLENARY!!!) 

Wednesday, 4/9 12:40 - 2:20 pm Room 11, TCC, 
First Floor 

2482 Studying Exurbia: 
Roundtable 
workshop on 
methods for 
evaluating 
materiality and 

Wednesday, 4/9 12:40 - 2:20 pm Meeting Room 
13, Marriott, 
Third Floor 
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meaning across 
case studies 

3161 (Re)considering 
“regional” political 
ecologies: Theory, 
utility, and 
applications – 
Session I (papers) 

Thursday, 4/10 8:00 – 9:40 am Grand Salon J, 
Marriott, Second 
Floor 

3261 (Re)considering 
“regional” political 
ecologies: Theory, 
utility, and 
applications – 
Session II (panel) 

Thursday, 4/10 10:00 – 11:40 
am 

Grand Salon J, 
Marriott, Second 
Floor 

3258 Geographic 
Perspectives on 
Wind Energy 

Thursday, 4/10 10:00 - 11:40 am Grand Salon G, 
Marriott, Second 
Floor 

3237 Perspectives on 
Rural 
Sustainability: 
Scale and Place I -- 
Livelihoods 

Thursday, 4/10 10:00 - 11:40 am Room 37, TCC, 
Fourth Floor 

3337 Rural Geography 
Specialty Group 
Business Meeting 

Thursday, 4/10 11:50 am - 12:30 
pm 

Room 37, TCC, 
Fourth Floor 

3452 Exurban Studies I: 
Methodologically 
and Theoretically 
Situating an 
Emerging Subfield 

Thursday, 4/10 12:40 - 2:20 pm Grand Salon A, 
Marriott, Second 
Floor 

3437 Perspectives on 
Rural 
Sustainability: 
Scale and Place II -
- US Regional 
Situations 

Thursday, 4/10 12:40 - 2:20 pm Room 37, TCC, 
Fourth Floor 

3537 Perspectives on 
Rural 
Sustainability: 
Scale and Place III -
- Concepts & 
Concerns 

Thursday, 4/10 2:40 - 4:20 pm Room 37, TCC, 
Fourth Floor 
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3552 Exurban Studies II: 
Methodologically 
and Theoretically 
Situating an 
Emerging Subfield 

Thursday, 4/10 2:40 - 4:20 pm Grand Salon A, 
Marriott, Second 
Floor 

3768 II. Reinventing the 
Rural: Gender, 
Development and 
Contested 
Landscapes 

Thursday, 4/10 4:40 - 6:20 pm Meeting Room 
9, Marriott, 
Third Floor 

3637 Perspectives on 
Rural 
Sustainability: 
Scale and Place IV 
-- Landscape 
Change 

Thursday, 4/10 4:40 - 6:20 pm Room 37, TCC, 
Fourth Floor 

4172 Rural North 
America: Rural 
Well-Being 
Assessed Through 
Research on Rural 
Housing, Health, 
Disability, Federal 
Policies, and 
Gender Identity 

Friday, 4/11 8:00 - 9:40 am Meeting Room 
5, Marriott, 
Second Floor 

5115 Global 
Countrysides and 
Hinterlands: Rural 
Communities in an 
Era of 
Globalization 

Saturday, 4/12 8:00 - 9:40 am Room 15, TCC, 
First Floor 

5218 Food, Farming, 
and Forestry 

Saturday, 4/12 10:00 - 11:40 am Room 18, TCC, 
First Floor 

5418 American Rurals Saturday, 4/12 2:00 – 3:40 pm Room 18, TCC, 
First Floor 

5518 New Voices in 
Rural Geography 

Saturday, 4/12 4:00 - 5:40 pm Room 18, TCC, 
First Floor 

 

*Special thanks to Jesse Abrams for organizing this list of sponsored sessions.  
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AAG 2014 Indigenous Peoples SG Plenary Lecture 

 

Panel Session: 
 
2411 Gullah/Geechee-Disya Who WEBE: Indigenous Identity and the Sea Islands (IPSG Annual 
Plenary Speaker) is scheduled on Wednesday, 4/9/2014, from 12:40 PM - 2:20 PM in Room 
11, TCC, First Floor 
 
Sponsorship(s): Indigenous Peoples SG, Africa SG, Rural Geography SG 
 
Organizer(s): 
Julianne Hazlewood - Trent-in-Ecuador, Trent University, Annette Watson - College of Charleston 
 
Speaker(s): 
Queen Quet Marquetta Goodwin - Gullah/Geechee Nation; Gullah/Geechee, Sea Island Coalition 
________________________________________ 
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Session Description: What does it mean to be Indigenous? 
 
Gullah/Geechee peoples, as descendants of enslaved Africans that still live in the Sea Islands of 
the Southeastern United States, are not referred to as an "indigenous group" in that they are not 
"original" inhabitants, as were the Native Americas that first dwelled there. In 2006 the United 
States Congress passed the Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Act, recognizing this group of 
African Americans as a national ethnic minority, and establishing a "National Heritage Area and 
Corridor" to honor this unique group and their cultural traditions. Yet Gullah/Geechee claim an 
Indigenous identity. Queen Quet, Chieftess of the Gullah/Geechee Nation regularly participates 
in the United Nations Indigenous Peoples forum, and will discuss how the UN Declaration of the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples articulates the right of "self-identification"-- and how 
Gullah/Geechees call on their right of self-determination.  In this interactive histo-musical 
session, she will introduce the history of her people and their cultural and economic ties to the 
land and waters of the Sea Islands. She argues that, like other Indigenous peoples, the 
Gullah/Geechee demonstrate an ethic of responsibility toward the landscapes and ecosystems 
where they live, yet they face the same challenges of Indigenous peoples around the world: 
struggling to maintain access to the sites of their economic and spiritual fulfillment.  Queen Quet 
argues, 'Hunnuh mus tek cyare de root fa heal de tree'. 
 
 

Upcoming Conferences: 
 

May 15 – 18, 2014 - Feminist Geography Conference, Omaha, Nebraska:  

http://femgeogconference.wordpress.com/  

 

August 24 – September 3, 2014, IGU Commission on the Sustainability of Rural Systems, 
Bucharest, Romania:  

http://igu-online.org/call-for-papers-igu-csrs-2014-colloquium/ 

 

October 15 – 17, 2014 - Applied Geography Conference, Atlanta Georgia,  

http://applied.geog.kent.edu/AGC_2014_flyer.pdf 

 

 
 
 

http://femgeogconference.wordpress.com/
http://igu-online.org/call-for-papers-igu-csrs-2014-colloquium/
http://applied.geog.kent.edu/AGC_2014_flyer.pdf
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